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  Moderately relativistic charged particles lose energy in matter primarily by ionization. The mean rate of 
energy loss (or stopping power) is given by the Bethe-Bloch equation

Mean energy loss of charged particles in matter

  Formula needs to be modified for electrons
 Bethe-Bloch formula is not valid for slow 

particles βγ<0.02 where dE/dx ∝ β

 Low energies: shell corrections (νh ~ νe,orbital)
 High energies: density corrections (Polarization 

along trajectory)
Shell correction:  C/ZShell correction:  C/Z
Capture process is possibleCapture process is possible
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  In a practice, the experimental energy loss is a (semi-) empirical equation.
Mean energy loss in the experiment
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  In a practice, the experimental energy loss is a semi-empirical equation.
1. Path length in each drift cell differ due to variations in the polar angle of the tracks and of the track geometry.
2. External atmospheric pressure variations, which directly influence gas density and thus the gas gain.
3. Non-uniformity of gas gain in different Drift camber cells and of charge collection across cells.
4. A space-charge effect, dependent on the polar angle, which causes a screening of the electric field and leads 

to gain variations.
After various calibrations, Estimate the dE/dx for every track by the truncated mean method.

Mean energy loss in the experiment

0.2<p<0.4 GeV
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  Low Momentum charged particles and most of recoiled protons will not reach outer detectors.
  dE/dx measured in CDC will be the primary source for particle ID in this case

Mean energy loss and PID

p

π/K/e

CDC
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Goal: Achieve the optimal separation of different particle types using dE/dx
Estimate dE/dx mean value and eventually the width

Method: Truncated mean
Drop some hits with largest dE/dx values from the track
Optimize truncation to achieve the Lowest mis-ID.

Truncated mean method
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1M events Protons (left) & Pions (right) generated and transported through the GlueX detector   
Simulation

Protons π+
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Simulation
1M events Protons (left) & Pions (right) generated and transported through the GlueX detector   
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FOM

Average energy loss in the CDC for protons (red) and π+ (blue)
FOM Mis-ID: the optimal truncation correspond to the lowest mis-ID value 

95%

Mis-ID
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Optimal truncation scan

Scan over all the (p, θ) bins and for all the truncation combinations (low dE/dx, High dE/dx cut)   
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Optimal truncation results
Optimal truncation based on mis-ID: 20% - 40% cut on the hits with high dE/dx
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Thank you for your attention
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